1...NARCOTICS ARREST  PRINCETON & PERSHING  100409
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and arrested the driver at 12:24 AM for possession of drug paraphernalia. Vehicle was towed and driver was transported to the county jail.

2...DUI ARREST  PACIFIC & TUXEDO  100409
Officer stopped a vehicle for a traffic violation and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 5:03 AM and transported to the jail.

3...AIDED STOCKTON PD  MENDOCINO & MANCHESTER  100409
SPD requested officer assistance on a report of a male assaulting a female in the area. Public Safety Officer located the suspect who and turned him over to SPD.

4...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  MANOR HALL  100409
Officer assisted a female subject regarding concerns about a male subject she dated.

5...THEFT  OFF CAMPUS  100509
Victim reported her bicycle stolen from an off campus location. Officer initiated a report.

6...CASUALTY  MAIN GYM  100509
Officer responded to a report of a male subject with a leg injury. Officer reported no medics needed and initiated a report.

7...CASUALTY  LONG THEATER  100609
Officer and medics responded to a report of a female having difficulty breathing. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

8...NARCOTICS  ALPINE & PACIFIC  100709
Officer conducted a checkout and learned of an outstanding warrant and possession of a hypodermic syringe at 11:26 PM. Subject was transported to the county jail.

9...DUI ARREST  PERSHING & BROOKSIDE  100809
Officer conducted a vehicle stop for traffic violations and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 2:41 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.
11...ALCOHOL ARREST  ALPHA PHI  100809
Officer responded to a report of an intoxicated female. Medics requested and responded. Female was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

12...WARRANT  PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK  100809
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject and learned of an outstanding warrant. Subject was arrested and transported to the county jail.

13...DUI ARREST  PACIFIC & FULTON  100909
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 2:21 AM and transported to the county jail.

14...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  LOT 22  100909
Officer assisted a parent regarding concerns of an ex-boyfriend of her daughter. Officer assisted with a referral for additional assistance.

15...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PACIFIC HOUSE  100909
Officer responded to a report of two subjects going through the dumpster. Subjects were contacted and warned.

16...UNIVERSITY REG  PHI DELTA CHI  101009
Officers conducted a welfare check on a female student after witnessing her fall near the resident. Officer made contact with the female who was intoxicated and transported her and a sober friend to an off campus residence.

17...FIELD INTERVIEW  NORTH SERVICE RD  101009
Officer conducted a checkout on a subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

18...THEFT  MORRIS CHAPEL  101009
Victim reported items stolen from a wedding at the chapel. Officer responded and initiated a report.